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Tecnorama develops and produces completely 
automatic systems for dispensing and small batches 
dyeing machines both for laboratory and bulk, 
through the combination and integration of automatic 
dispensing machines with special robotized dyeing 
machines to dye any textile material. The company 
provides Dos&Dye® systems to the laboratories of 
the dyehouses to optimize the dyeing processes 
without any waste.

Rotodyrama is the latest dyeing module conceived 
and patented by Tecnorama to be placed in the 
well-known Dos&Dye® system and able to carry out 
dyes on fabric or knitted fabric samples. This 
laboratory machine is the only one with 5 
independent dyeing units with a maximum loading 
capacity of 50g. Rotodyrama is the evolution of the 
Shakerama model and both use the same dyeing 
concept that is the movement of the dye-bath and, 
simultaneously, also that of the material. It repeats, in 
laboratory, the same dyeing system used in the 
“rotating basket” machines for bulk allowing the 
sample result to be perfectly matched to the next 
production items.

The Dos&Dye®, composed by a Dosorama 
dispensing machine and a robotized dyeing module, 
works independently for 24 hours a day and 7 days 
a week. It automatically performs the dye-bath 
without any operator intervention and matches the 
features complying with Industry 4.0. All the dyeing 

operations from sample loading to washing are 
completely managed by the system. The Dos&Dye® 
system can manage and perform all the laboratory 
dyeing cycles increasing the productivity both for 
laboratory and bulk. The Right First Time result 
grants the exact recipe coming from the laboratory 
with a huge saving of time dedicated to a production 
batch with considerable advantages for the 
dye-house.

Adopting a Tecnorama fully-automatic system means 
the decrease in the labour dedicated to the sampling 
and the possibility of working during night or 
weekends. Definitive efficiency is given by eliminating 
errors in dispensing and by a considerable reduction 
in the dyeing to get the exact recipe.  Thanks to the 
optimization of production processes and to the 
overcoming of those limits inherent in the manual 
management of laboratory, the system reduces water 
and energy consumption for an environment-friendly 
approach and for a considerable saving of time and 
money.

The solutions offered by Tecnorama are the results of 
the studies of the internal Research&Development 
Department. The huge investments, the numerous 
industrial property rights and other essential 
requirements officially qualifies Tecnorama as 
Innovative SME, a prestigious recognition just 
received in accordance with the Directives of the 
Italian Ministry of Economic Development.
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Prosino S.r.l. 
Borgosesia Rings 
the concrete solution 
for Pakistani spinners

Prosino is a producer of high-quality, made-in-Italy 
spinning and twisting rings. Back in 1960, the 
company started to export the products from the 
Italian domestic market to all over the world. With the 
experience of three generations of the Prosino family 
and using the best raw material with the help of a 
relentless R&D and intact passion for the business 
since 1946, Prosino produces a top-quality product 
for the spinning industry.

Prosino offers productivity without waste of time
(consequently money-saving). It is possible to start at  

full speed with the normal traveler number. Because of its 
plasma-like coating that doesn’t allow micro-welding 
between ring and traveler even in the harshest working 
environment (compact cotton spinning, dyed synthetics, 
100% rayon. The number of yarn breaks is controlled in a 
better way due to the more stable yarn tension, allowing 
better frame productivity.

Accordint to Faisal Raza of FAST International (Prosino 
representative in Pakistan), “Prosino rings are long 
lasting with life of up to 10 years. It is the concrete 
solution for our market.”

Get right first time recipe even from 50g 
fabric samples in laboratory by Rotodyrama
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